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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
27,4 (1966) 
WEAK UNIFORM ROTUNDITY IN ORLICZ SPACES 
A. KAMltiSKA and W. KURC 
Abstract: In the paper there are presented criteria-for weak 
uniform rotundity in the sense of Smulian T13J and in the sense 
of Cudia [2] of Orlicz spaces in the case of atomless measure. 
They enable us to prove that a number of g eometric properties 
(WUR, WLUR, WUR and WLUR in the sense of Cudia, URWC, URED, LUR, 
HR, E, MLUR, R) coincide for Orlicz spaces whenever reflexivity 
is assumed. Some results concerning these properties for general 
Banach spaces are also proved. 
Key words: Banach spaces, Orlicz spaces, rotundity, relfe-
xivity. 
Classification: 46B20, 46B25 
Introduction. In many applications of Orlicz spaces, L̂ , , 
some geometric conditions are usually imposed. They are, for ex-
ample, rotundity (R), uniform rotundity (UR), Radon-Riesz proper-
ty with the rotundity (HR), weak uniform rotundity in the sense 
of Smulian (WUR) and in the sense of Cudia (CWUR). It is of grqat 
importance to have expressed them in terms of the Young's functi-
on <$ . Regarding the uniform rotundity (UR) and the rotundity 
we refer to 111 and C16] for results and further bibliography. 
For the local uniform rotundity the basic step was done in C8J 
in the case of atomless measure (cf. Theorem 0.1 below). Taking 
into account the well known implications concerning, the above 
mentioned properties as well as the weak local uniform rotundity 
(WLUR), midpoint local uniform rotundity (MLUR), uniform rotun-
dity in every direction (URED), we get all these properties, ex-
cept UR, WUR and CWUR, coincide for Orlicz spaces in the case of 
atomless measure. Moreover, they also coincide with the weak lo-
cal uniform rotundity in the sense of Cudia and the SE property 
because LUR implies CWLUR and the SE property lies between CWLUR 
and R. Let us explain that the SE property means that the unit 
sphere consists of only strongly exposed points (see [ 113 ) . 
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In this paper it is further proved that the stronger proper-
ties CWUR and WUR coincide for Orlicz spaces under consideration 
and that both of them imply the reflexivity of this space.As a 
consequence it follows that for Orlicz spaces, for atomless mea-
sure, all above mentioned properties, except UR, coincide when the 
reflexivity is assumed. We can add the E-spaces to these equiva-
lences as well, since they are nothing but CWUR spaces. 
We shall give definitions and notations that will be used in 
the paper. For an arbitrary Banach space X (real) with a norm il • i( 
let Bx denote the unit ball and let Sw denote its surface. A Ba-
nach space X is said to be WUR if for every 04-x*, x H X * , and 
& > 0 there exists c/Xx*,&)>0 such that if x,ygSx and 
x*(x-y) >: €, then ll-SJ-Mls-rl - cT(x*, e ) (cf. 1141,1.123). We say 
that X is CWUR if for every x"eS x #, *, > 0 there exists 
(/(x*, £, ) > 0 such that if x̂ ,y e Sx and ft x-y H > & then \x*fcffl | £ 
£1 - t/(x*,t,) ([24). In the above definitions, Sx can be equi-
valently replaced by Bx. X is said to have the Radon-Riesz pro-
perty (H) if for-'each xeX and (xn)cX such that ilx I — ^ ixU' 
and x —>x weakly, we have x —£• x in the norm. If moreover X is 
rotund then it is called an HR space or a space with the HR-pro-
perty. Following 1,43, a Banach space X is called an E-space (we 
will also say that X has the E-property) if for each x*e X and 
each sequence (x_) in Sv, I. x -xl-—> 0 for n,m—> + co whenever n A n m 
x*(x ) — > H x*li . For definitions of other geometric properties 
we refer to [133,1143,123,C153,131. 
Let (T,-£,(tt) be a positive measure space with atomless mea-
sure <U/ . The Orlicz space Ly is the subspace of all measurable 
functions x:T •—* R (R - real line) such that L ( A x ) = 
= X .^p(A |x(t) \)d j*4̂  < + co for some A > 0 depending on x. Here 
9>:R+—* l0>+oo2 is a Young's function, i.e. 9>(0) = 0, <p is con-
vex, left-continuous and not identical to infinity away from zero. 
The space L^ equipped with the Luxemburg norm I  x iL, =inf {ft > 0: 
il&ix/ ft ) &l\ is a Banach space. If A £ SI, then L (A) denotes the 
set 4 X « ; A : X G L ^ 1 . Let y(v)=sup(u*v- g>(u)) for v >0. This so-
called complementary function to g> is again a Young's function 
and its complementary function is y . If 9 and y take only fi-
nite values we have the following relations 
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(0 .1) (u - v)p(v) e<jp(u)*--u p(u) 
for all u,vt=R , where u>v, and 
u p(u) = <p(u) + y(p(u)), 
(0.2) 
v q(v) = g>(q(v)) + y(v) 
for all u,vsR+, where p and q are left derivatives of cp and y , 
respectively (we put p(0)=q(0) = 0). In the above expressions we 
can replace the left derivatives p and q by the right derivati-
ves p and q". Let us note that q(v) = inf is6R +:p(s)?vf. Recall 
that a Young's function cp is said to satisfy a A2~condition for 
all arguments (for large arguments) if cp takes only finite valu-
es and there is a constant K > 0 (resp. there are constants K, . 
u Q > 0 ) such that <j>(2u)^K9(u) for all u e R + (for all u > u Q ) . 
We will say simply in the following that cp satisfies a A2~con-
dition if (i) <p fulfils the A2-condition for large arguments 
and ^a(T) = +c» or (ii) cp fulfils the A2-condition for all argu-
ments and (U,(T) < + 00 . Let us also note that if if, is a conjuga-
te function to a Young's function 9?,, then L cL implies L_ c 
c L Y • 
Let us introduce the following definition. We will say that 
the modular 1^ is weakly uniformly rotund (WUR) if for every 
x*e L* x*--|-0, and fc > 0 there exists cf(x*, £,) > 0 such that if 
y x ) = y y ) = l and x*(x-y)>€, then I ^ ( ^ ) £ 1 - < * U * , s ) . 
The following known result will be n e e d e d . 
0-V Theorem (C83 . .L93). The following conditions are equi-
valent : 
(i) 1^ is LUR. 
(ii) L y is URED. 
(iii) L^ is R. 
(iv) The function cp is strictly convex and satisfies the 
A2-condition. 
^•2- Theorem . The Orlicz space U, is reflexive if and only 
if both g> and its complementary function f satisfy the A2-con-
dition. 
0.3. Lemma. If >̂ :R +—* R+ is strictly convex on an interval 
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tO,a}, then for each e > 0 , d1,d2«(0,a3 (d1< d2) there is 
p €(0,1) such that 
whenever |u-v|£ S (|u|v|v|) and |u|v|v|e Id, ,d 23 . 
1 . Weak uniform rotundity in the sense of Cudia (CWUR). The. 
following two theorems are known (cf. 123 pp .296 and 310) in a so-
mewhat implicit form . We complete them with direct p roofs . 
*•*• Theorem. A Banach space is CWUR if and only if it is 
an E-space. 
Proof. Let a Banach space X be CWUR and let us assume for a 
moment that X is not an E-space. Then x*(x )—•.»• 1 and llx -
-xn l\ > a for some x* e S x ¥ ,a sequence (x )cS„, a > 0 and a subse-
quence ( n , ) . From the definition of CWUR we get a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
Conversely, let now X be an E-space which is not CWUR. Then there 
exist x* e Sx , € > 0 and sequences (x ) , (y ) in Sw such that 
x* (!ll^ )•_-*! and ftx_-y_,i >: £ . Since x* ( ^ ~ ) ^ max, -£x*(x_) , 
x*(y*)j-l, then by passing to a subsequence we get x*(x )— > 1 
and x*(yn )—*• 1 • Hence both these sequences tend to some x and y, 
respectively, in Sv> since X is complete. On the other hand 
/x +y \ x +y 
fx»(
 ng n ) | £ 11 n2 n 11 f_ 1. Therefore -^- e Sx. We prove'that 
x=y by defining a sequence (z_) as f o l l o w s . For n odd we put 
1 1 1 1 
zns^*~ Tr, ̂  x+ *Zr7 y ancl *or n even we Pu* z n s ^ ~ 7n^ +7n x< ^e 
have lznll/l and x*(z ) - - l . Since X is an E-space we conclude that 
'* zn"zm ̂  — * ^ when n,m—> + oo .On the other hand, t zn~zn+i il = 
=(1- —) fix-ytt - a contradiction if one assumes that x4-y. Thus 
x=y. Next, we have II xR ->y IU llx -x II + Hx-yn \\ and l\x -ynH> &, 
i i i i 
This contradictibn ends the proof. 
1-2* Theorem. If a Banach space is weakly uniformly rotund 
in the sense of Cudia (CWUR) then X is reflexive. 
Proof. We shall prove that each functional x*. X* achieves 
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its norm on Sw. Recall that by James theorem this is equivalent 
to the reflexivity of X. For any >e*£Sw* let (x )cSw be such that 
1= lim x*(x ) . First, suppose (x„) is not a Cauchy sequence. • 
Then Hx -x 1> a for some subsequences (n.), (m.) and some a > 0 . 
1 1 lxn +xm "\ 
Since X is CWUR there exists d* > 0 such that | x * ( — i ^ — — / | ̂  1 -cT 
for all i-. The left-hand side tends to 1, so we get a contradic-
tion. Thus (x ) must be a Cauchy sequence, so x—>- x for some 
x e Sw. It follows that l=x*(x), as desired. 
-••-*• Theorem. If X is CWUR (equivalently, X is an E-space), 
then it is a HR-space. If X is reflexive, the converse is also true. 
Proof. That CWUR implies HR is an easy oonsequence of the 
definitions. Let now X be an HR-space and assume for the contrary 
that there exist x*€.Sw*,- £ > 0 and sequences (xn)> (yn) --
n $v 
such that Hxn-ynH £ & and 1- i * | x* [
 ng n)( £1. Since X is re-
flexive, By is weakly sequentially compact. So, there is a sub--
sequence (n. ) and x,yeB Y such that x_ — > x and yn — > y weak-k x nk nk 
ly. Therefore H x * ( - ^ ) U H f f i U ' X' \ lyft ^ 1 , and hence x-y 
since X is rotund. On the other hand, the Radon-Riesz property H 
implies that II xn - y II — > 0 while llxn - y_ l| > % . Jhis con-
nk - nk 
tradiction finishes the proof. 
*•*• Theorem. The Orlicz space LQ> is weakly uniformly ro-
tund in the sense of Cudia if and only if it is rotund and refle-
xive . 
Proof. If L^ is CWUR then itis rotund. It is a simple con-
sequence of the definitions. From Theorem 1.2 it follows that L y 
is reflexive. On the other hand if L y is rotund then it is LUR, 
by Theorem 0.1. So it has the property HR (£13)). I*f L^ is also 
reflexive, then it is CWUR, by Theorem 1.3. 
2. Weak uniform rotundity (WUR). For the proof of the main 
theorem in this section, a number of auxiliary facts is needed. 
2.1.Lemma. If an arbitrary Banach space X contains an iso-
morphic copy of 1, then X is not WUR. 
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Proof. Let X cX be isomorphic to l,. The space X with the 
induced norm cannot be uniformly rotund because it is not refle-
xive. So there exist sequences (*.,)> (yn) in X and e>0 such 
that 
(2.1) llxn!l = ftyn\\ = 1, !l Vy nIUe J ^ U 1. 
In the space 1,, weak and strong convergences are equivalent. So 
Xn has this property. Since H x -y I *>& there exists x*e X? such o r r- j n J n ' o 
that x*(x -y )-/•* 0. We extend x* to the whole of X and find an 
increasing sequence (n. ) of natural numbers and a constant £,>0 
such that x*(x_ -y,_ ) ar e-, , taking the functional x* with the 
- nk nk l 
opposite sign if necessary. Hence and by 2.1 it is seen that X is 
not weakly uniformly rotund. 
2*2- Lemma. The "space L,(T) contains an isometric copy of 1,. 
We omit the simple proof. Let us note only that we can produce a 
sequence of pairwise disjoint sets of finite and positive measure 
since the measure is atomless. 
The proof of the following lemma is similar to the proof of 
Lemma 1 in 111 and is therefore also omitted. 
2-3- Lemma. The space L,-p is WUR if and only if the modular 
Iq, is WUR and cp satisfies the A2-condition. 
2-4. Le#ia. If the complementary function to g? satisfies 
the A^-condition, then * *j —> + co if u —1» + < 
Proof. Since the function ^» is nondecreasing for u>0, 
we can replace in the thesis "lim" by "sup". Let sup 
u 
on £a< + co . Then nf(v)= SLIP (u v - 9>(u)) = +a© - contradicti 
with the A2-condition assumed for xf 
2.5. Lemma. If û,(T)< + oo and ^ \> —»+ o° when u—> + co , 
for <p:R+—*"&+> then for each h > 0 there exist constants a,b>0 
such that if £ |x(t)-y(t)|d<u r e and Iy(x)=L,(y)=l, then 
J]jX(t)-y(t)|dfu* |, where A= -Ct 6 T:a £ |x(t) | v |y(t)| £ b l . 
Proof. We have g>(u)2-n-u for all uaru. neN, and some se-
quence (un). Let m be a natural number such that s - •_-2: |% Let 
US put A1= *t€T:|x(t)|-£uroi, A2= •TtsT:|y(t)|^uinl, A3=-{t*T: 
:Fj^TT^|X(t)|v|y(t)|i. Then jt^JXU) | d ^ -S 
~ m /TNA^(|X(1:)!1 )d<* * * and JrsAly(t)ld(a *«•' Moreover, we 
1 - 656 - * 
have 
JnA,y«t),d<4 * (TsA^CTsA2)
ly(t')id^ \ U l'(t),d<" * 
Jrv AJ
y ( t ) , d^ + W * ( t ) , d ^ 
by the definition of the sets A, and A«. Similarly, 
J^x(t)|d^- | . Hence 
T ^ x ( t ^ ( t ) l ^ ^ ^|x(t)|d^ + ^ ^ ( O l d ^ . * j 
:+/TxA|x(t)|df,+ fTS |y(t)|d,U-í é . 
Since we have f | x(t)-y(t) |d.a 2r e by assumption^ so 
If t4A 3 then |x(t)|=S Q ^ / T ) and l y ( t ) | . £ g ̂ f/f). Then we get 
cA/.A^A,x(t)-y(t)|d^-F?lrr7 ^ V - T T ^ T T ^ V * ? -
By putting A - A ^ ^ n A - and a= 7j~ryj» -b=u , we get the desired 
inequality /A | x(t)-y(t) |d ^ z f - f = f • 
2 . 6 . Lemma. Let 9? satisfy a A2-condition and let B £ X , 
£ > 0 and pe(0,l) be such that ' 
^((x-y) ̂ B) z e and I ^ ( ^ ) * 1- f ( y x *tB)+I9(y * B)) 
where x, y are arbitrary measurable functions with I ^ ( x ) = . L , ( y ) = l . 
Then there exists a constant tie (0,1) (more precisely q= fir- ) 
such that L, ( - ^ ) 6 1-q • 
Proof. By the A2-condition there exist constants c,k>0 
such that <p(2c)(tf(T)< f (we put Q»oo = 0 ifc=0 and (u,(T)=+co) 
and cp(2u) £ k<y(u) + cp(2c) for each u eR + . Then 
e * I<p((x-y) * B) ̂  |(I^(x ̂ B ) + y y ^ 0 ) ) + y(2c) <a(T) ^ 
Hence and by the assumption of our lemma we get I (-~5£)£l- 6r . 
2.7. Lemma. If Vf takes only finite values and does not 
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(b_)c(0,l) such that b ^ O and 
( 2 . 2 ) ү(< 
f o r each n eN and 
(.2.3) l i m 
ґтг->+co 
fulfil a A, -condition, then there exist sequences (u
fl
) c (0, + et>), 
















f o r each l e ( 0 , l ) , where a n = q ( ( l + b n ) u n ) . I f if- does not s a t i s f y 
a _ i 2 - c o n d i t i o n f o r l a r g e arguments, then u R t + oo , 
P r o o f . For a r b i t r a r y sequences ( b m ) , ( c m ) c (0,+oo) such t h a t b m 4 < Q » . c X 0 and c < b_ t h e r e e x i s t s a sequence ( u ) c ( 0 , + a>)  * m m m m -
such t h a t 






) because f does not 
fulfil the -^-condition. It is evident that we may choose (_
m
) 
in such a,way that u t+co whenever y does not satisfy a .A2"
ccm~ 













. Now, putting c
m
= A, 












where d = ------r—t* + oo as m — * + <x> . Let us note that even if 
m m+2 




)> 0. Suppose, there exist 
l,r€(0,l) such that lq((l+bm)u_.)-! q(rum). However, in virtue of 




if q(u )>0 or q((l+b )u )=0 if q(um)=0. So we get a contradicti-^ HI ^ m m ^ m 
on, because d —*> +co and q((l+b )u )>0. Then, for sequences 
(rn),(ln)c (0,1) such that r j l , lp4-0 there is a'subsequence 
(m ) of natural numbers such that 
1 q((l+bm )um )>q(r_um ). n^ m_ m_ ^ n m_ n n n 
By putting a =q((l+b )u ) and applying the inequalities mn n._ 
p(q(u))._=u, p(q(u))£u we have 
(2.5) p(an) * (Uhm )um , * TTrT **• 
n % mn mn 
as n~._>+0o ; Let le(0,l) be arbitrary. We have 
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?(lan) ^ (l-ln)anp(lnan) 
by (2.5) and inequalities (0.1). Putting (un)=(um ), we proved 
the lemma. n 
2.®* Theorem. The Orlicz space L~ is weakly uniformly ro-
tund if and only if it is rotund and reflexive. 
Proof. Let L„ be rotund and reflexive. From [16J (cf.also 
Theorem 0.1) it follows that 9 is strictly convex and satisfies 
the A^-condition. From. Theorem 0.2 we have moreover that the con-
jugate function if satisfies the A2-condition. Hence the dual 
space L* is isometrically isomorphic to L y with the Orlicz norm 
and therefore it is isomorphic to Ly . More precisely, for each% 
x*c Ll, there exists z € L^ such that x*(x)= f x(t) z(t)d^t for 
all xei- and the dual norm is equivalent to II -HyKi.10.3, E12J). 
Now, let x , y e U be such that Ig>(x) = I^(y) = l and x*(x-y)>r e for 
some e*(0,l) and x*eL* . So, we have / (x(t)-y(t))z(t)djct & e 
for some zcLy . We know that the set 3 of all bounded functi-
ons with supports being of. finite measure is dense in L-^ , becau-
se Y satisfies the A2-condition'(tl03,[12]). Hence, and in vir-
tue of 1 x-y .L ± 2 one can choose z £ 3 such that 
I L(x(t)-y(t))z (t)d<u,|> | if x * ( x - y ) > . E . Let z0(t)=z0(t) ̂ T * 
' o 
and |zrt(t)|-isM where T is some set of finite measure and M > 1 . o ' o 
Therefore we have fT |x(t)-y(t) Id̂ u, 2- yfa. Applying Lemma 2.5 
with T and j| in place of T and % , there exist constants a, b 
such that 
(2.6) /A |x(t)-y(t))d^2-^ 
where A* <Ct *TQ:a £|x(t)|v |y(t)|£b| . 
For oc s fl^T H 8M/s we find constants K, c > 0 such that 
(2.7) 9(ocu)^K gp(u) + $>(«cc) 
and ^(occ) (u(T)<-|t because cp fulfils the A^-condition (recall 
that Q. + oo =G if c*0 and (a(T)= *t»). 
Now let B=-tt*A:|x(t)-y(t)|£(|x(t)|v|y(t)|). •$%. Since 
a *|x(t)| v|y(t)|* b for tcA and y is strictly convex on R, so 
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9 ( l
x ( t ) $Y ( t ) u«a -p ) y ( |x^) l )^ ( |y (Q| ) 
for each t € B , for some p=p( & ,a,b)=p( e ,z) c (0,1) by Lemma 0 . 3 . 
Hence and by the assumption lQ>(x) = ICJ,(y) = l we have 
(2.8) -y (T-)- 5 X " f<V-*B ) +V y jlB ) )-
If t e A N B then 9(|x(t)-y(t)|l^ (<y(|x(t)|)+y(|y(t)|)).^|-. .So 
(2.9) V<--y> W*^fe ' 
Now, apply the Holder's inequality to (2.6). We obtain 
l(x-y) J?cAii • I.^T |IY> fA |x(t)-y(t)|d<a£ -^j. Hence, immediately, 
Iy(«*(x-y) X A) = L9,((x-y) siA. |1^T llY- -i)?l. But, by (2.7), 
14 1 (oC,(x-y) 5CA)£-K I^((x-y) ̂ A ) + -j which implies 
(2.10) V ( x " y ) < A ) - r W * 
By combining inequalities (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain 
I^((x-y) 5CB)-?-y|- - ----J-
 s -ĵ Cl ~ H ) > 0* H e n c e and in virtue of 
(2.8) and Lemma 2.6 we get 
-,(-i--)---q 
where the constant q= -J-L(l- If) €(0,1) depends only on x* , S and 
4KZ M 
9 . Thus L y is WUR by Lemma 2.3. 
In order to prove the necessity of the reflexivity and rotun-
dity in the theorem, let us first note that in virtue of Theorems 
0.1 and 0.2 it is enough to show that tp satisfies the .^-con-
dition. Assume that if takes only- finite values and does not ful-
fil the A2-condition (the case when Y takes infinity will be 
considered further). There exist sequences (u ), (b ) with the 
same properties as in Lemma 2.7. Let A„ be pairwise disjoint 
-. n 
sets such that /u.(An)= - a r m + b )u ) w n e r e n e N - Sucn choice of 
^ n n 
An is always possible since (U is atomless and u f+c© if 
(U(f)<+oo . Putting 
we have V - > J ^ TUl"bn)un) S & ' p j - " *•
 b* (2-2) ln Lemma 
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2.7. I t means that z c L y . Let x ( t ) = a * . ( t ) , where aR= 
= q ( ( l + b n ) u n ) . We have 
. q ( ( l + b n ) u n ) ( l + b n ) u n 
f T í n (t)z(t)d ť t-. n u n ť *(A n ) - ( U b J y ^ U b ^ ; 
y U ) + y < ( l + b ) » n ) . 1 ( I ,- ) + , 
ü + b J y U l + b J O " T~DT ( V V + 1 •ф v " r. ' ' •*• ' 
n ^ 




)u ) < V ^ n ) + ^h ' b* t n e Y o u n 9 ' * inequality 




and (2,2). From the two inequalities above we get I^Of ) + — > 
U x
n




 , V V * rT
(1
.~ "'ivT*?











Let B, _, B
0
 _ be sets such that B =B- _ u B
0












 _,) =sl one can find a set C and a number c_ such ; ?







=0 and / 
(2.12) ^Vr^i.^+^V^Bz 




n * B , -
l a










































) , - , i 
.(1.1) " {l^ " n ^ ( B
n
) ^ ^ »<•„><*«„* V- . 
for all n€N, by (2.11) and the fact that be. (0,1). Since 
1+1-e(0,l), 
9^ O * rn ̂ V 
for some sequence (rn)c(0,l) satisfying rn—fr-1, by (2.4) in 
Lemma 2.7. Hence 
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y(a )+ y ( la ) 
? ( c n 0 ^ ( C n ) ? r n f K B 1 > n ) 2-2 5 - • 
<j(a ) + 9 ( l a ) 
+ r n ^ ( B 2 , n > ~7 +»<-„)^Cn)-tn+c?(cn}(lt(Cn)(l-Pn) — 
as n —> +qo . Hence and in virtue of Lemma 2.3 we have shown that 
s not WUR. 
Mow let Y ( V ) = + C O for v>v and n |r(v)<+e» for v< vQ, where 
L~ i  
cally equal to zero implies that v > 0 ) . Then-L-r(A)c L̂ , (A) for 
A * .£ . Hence L-^A)c L^(A). But L^(A)c L^A) for each A 6 X of 
finite measure. Thus L,(A) is isomorphic to L (A)c L~, , where A is 
some set of finite measure. Hence and by Lemma 2.2 the space L y 
contains an isomorphic copy of 1,. So, in virtue.of Lemma 2.1, L 
cannot be WUR, which ends the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Let us note that' a much simpler (but indirect) proof 
of the necessity can be given using the fact that a Banach space 
X whose dual X* contains an isomorphic copy of c , contains an 
isomorphic copy of 1, (L13). The fact that if L«, is WUR then the 
Young% function <j> satisfies the A2-condition follows from Theo-
rem 0.1, since each WUR-space is rotund. If -y does not satisfy 
the A2-co«dition, then L«-(A) is equivalent to (L^(A))* (see tl63) 
and hence contains an isomorphic copy of c . Consequently L<v»(A) 
contains an isomorphic copy of 1, , where A € S-. is any set of fi-
nite and positive measure. Since L^ contains an isomorphic copy 
of 1,, it cannot be WUR by Theorem 2.1 - a contradiction. 
Let us isolate the following properties: (*) g> satisfies 
the A2-condition and is strictly convex, (**) 9? and its Conju-
gate function satisfy the A2-condition and cp is strictly convex. 
2*9. Theorem. The following properties concerning the Orlicz 
spaces L„ are equivalent: (#*)» WUR, CWUR, E-property. 
Proof. It suffices to apply Theorem 2.8, Theorem 1.3 and 
Theorem 0.2. 
For the sake of completeness we formulate in the sequel a the-
orem which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 0.1 and some 
well known implications (cf. tl33 and the remarks in the intro-
duction). x 
2.10. Theorem. The following properties concerning the Orlicz 
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spaces L^ are equivalent: (* ),R.TMLUR, HR, LUR, URED, CWLUR , 
WLUR . 
As a corollary we get 
2 - - A - Theorem. If *be Orlicz space L^ is reflexive then all 
properties from the above theorems and the property URWC coincide. 
Remark. Let us note that from the proofs given above it 
follows that we can also deal with the measure space (T,S»/t^) 
which is not purely atomic, by making evident modifications in 
these proofs if necessary. So, Theorem 2.9, Theorem 2.10 and The-
orem 2.11 become unchanged for such measures. 
Let us also mention that after preparing this paper we have 
been learned on the paper C5.1 of N. Herrndorf concerning LUR * 
Orlicz spaces for vector-valued functions with results similar to 
Theorem 0.1. Recall that this theorem together with Theorem 1.2 
and Theorem 1.3 play the crucial role in this paper in the proofs 
of Theorems 2.9-2.11. 
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